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ABSTRACT

In September 2014, a local theatre company performed “the
Tempest” simultaneously at two different locations to two
separate audiences. Both audiences were linked together
using an advanced video system, where several cameras
captured the play. This is just one example of the radical shift
in performing arts, where small theatre companies can use
the Internet and a range of digital tools for reaching a wider
remote audience. The question remains: what is the influence
of this shift on the experience of the audience members? In
order to better understand the problem space, we conducted
two experiments focusing on two common current scenarios:
remote asynchronous and synchronous watching of a theatre
play. First, a theatre play was recorded and shown at a later
date in a cinema to an audience. Second, a play in one theatre
was broadcast to another theatre in real time. This paper
reports the results of the experiments and discusses the
implications towards the audience when bridging technology
and performing arts. According to the results, a shift in time
has a deep impact, with the audience rating their watching
experience less intensive by 25% to the audience at the live
venue. In the second experiment, on the other hand, both
audiences reported fairly similar experiences, but different
parts of the play had significant different impacts depending
on the location where the audience was (in front of the stage
or at another theatre). In particular it seems that lacking a
way to show appreciation to the play e.g., applause has a big
impact on the watching experience. The main conclusion
though is that better mechanisms for including remote
audiences in the experience are needed.

Figure 1: A remote theatre play performed simultaneously
at two different locations to two separate audiences.
INTRODUCTION

One-Way delivery of live theatre performances to other
cinemas or theatres is a relatively recent phenomenon, as
well as still relatively small scale. However, it has already
been a commercial success for well-funded companies 1
using expensive and not readily available infrastructure (e.g.
satellite communication). The long-term vision is that over
the next years smaller companies will follow suit reaching
wider audiences than their local community. In addition, we
foresee accelerated technology development to enable
remote audiences to play a much bigger role during live
performances by providing audience interactivity with and
feedback to the theatre of origin and to remote audiences
elsewhere promoting a large scale sense of audience
community.
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This paper represents a first step in such direction by
exploring, together with a small theatre company, two
common current scenarios: asynchronous watching (encore)
and synchronous watching (live streaming) of a theatre play.
In the first case, the event where the recording of the live
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Figure 2: Asynchronous experiment; the recorded version of Waiting for Godot was shown at a later date at a theatre.

streamed performance, including the auditory presence of the
co-located audience, was later shown in a theatre. In the
second case, a remote audience at another theatre attended
the live-streamed event. While a number of previous works
have focused on how to enable distributed performances and
how to better incorporate the audience in the play, this article
tries to better understand the effect that remoteness has on
the audience.

i.e. mediated productions between performers in distributed
locations. Although lacking the commercial success of
streamed live performances, this is an area that has a longer
and innovating history resulting in new genres of
performance art. We have no intention of enumerating all of
them in this short section, but can highlight some musical
events where both audience and players were geographical
distributed 2 or geographically distributed tele-immersive
dancing 3. This group of performances challenges artists,
which is the focus of most of the previous research works,
but also the audiences. The effect of remoteness has not been
studied in detailed by the research community. In particular,
we have not found quantitative and qualitative studies that
analyze the difference experience of audiences at distributed
locations. The only studies about distributed audiences we
have found are in the e-learning scenario (if we consider that
teachers in a way are performing) 4, 5, 6. But these tend to
focus only on evaluating the usability of the learning
platform.

In particular, this paper addresses the following research
questions:
R1: How does asynchronous watching compares with a live
performance?
R2: How does remote real-time watching compares with a
live performance?
For answering these questions we performed two
experiments in highly realistic conditions – two theatre
plays. The first one, Waiting for Godot, was recorded by
three cameras (Fig. 2). After some time, the recording of the
live performance was shown at a local theatre. The
experience of the live audience was compared to that of the
asynchronous audiences. The second play, “Styx Boat on the
River”, was conducted at the same location as the first play
(Fig. 3). The difference is that the live performance was live
streamed into another performance studio located at the same
building, which meant the audiences at the two locations
watched the same performance at the same time. In the first
case, we conducted a survey at the end of the performances.
In the second one, we measured the audience GSR response,
we made video recordings, and we performed group
interviews.

Audience Response

In the broadest sense, audience response can be considered
as the feedback from users, participants, or players 7, 8, 9.
Moreover, some studies further described audience
engagement as perception, cognition, experience, and action
10. Furthermore, different applications defined audience
response according to application requirements. For example,
for online environments, O’ Brien et al. regarded the
audience response as the perceived usability, aesthetics,
focused attention and felt involvement 11. Similar, for video
consumption, audience response was referred to players’
state of awareness and synchronization 12, 13.
In affective computing, audience affective states, i.e.,
happiness or sadness, were also used to define audience
response to a specific application 14, 15, e.g., a video clip.
One of the most famous emotional models, developed by
Peter Lang 16, was widely applied in many studies 17, 18,
19. Normally a two-dimensional graph was established,

This paper is structured as follows. The next section revises
recent relevant research works, highlighting the novelty of
our work. Then, the methodology employed during the
experiments is described and the results are analyzed. A
discussion concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK

The last two decades have seen a number of synchronous
collaborative performances between two or more locations,
2
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Figure 3: The synchronous experiment; the first row shows the live venue including (left) part of the audience and (right)
one of the artists performing with a smog effect. The second row shows the remote venue where the performance was
displayed in the screen in front, and the audience at both side screens

where the x-axis indicates the user valence, and the y-axis
represents the user arousal level. Recently, machine-learning
technique combined with user annotations and physiological
data, has become common for classifying user emotional
states. For example, Guo et al. 20 successfully used one
single GSR sensor to classify four emotional states.

Measuring audience response by using physiological
sensors

GSR sensors have been proved as a valid approach for
measuring audience engagement, and researchers in
affective computing and HCI have shown interesting links
between GSR and engagement 32, 37

Audience response in performing arts

Physiological sensors have been widely applied as an
objective method to measure audience response. In
particular, in video game applications, the combination of
GSR sensors and other physiological sensors have
successfully defined users’ involvement during a game 26,
27. Similarly, others 28, 29 have used such sensors to
evaluate the quality of a game design, while studies focused
on the interactivity between users and game content by
applying physiological sensors 30, 37.

There are few studies on audience response regarding to
performing arts 17, 21, 22, and all these studies were
conducted at one location. For example, Chen et al. and
Latulipe et al. combined GSR sensors and subjective
methods to measure audience response towards a live
performance and a recording performance respectively.
Furthermore, a portable Audience Response Facility (Parf)
was developed to obtain audience continuous feedback to a
play 23.

GSR sensors

Measuring audience response by using surveys

GSR, is also known as galvanic skin response, electro dermal
response (EDR), psych galvanic reflex (PGR), skin
conductance response (SCR), or skin conductance level
(SCL) GSR sensors measure the users’ electrical
conductance of the skin, where users’ sweat glands are varied
and controlled by the sympathetic nervous system.
Therefore, GSR sensors are normally considered an indicator
of psychological or physiological arousal or stress. When
users are highly aroused, users’ skin conductance is
increased in turn.

Surveys are the most common method to measure audience
response. In Latulipe et al. studies 17, surveys were used to
measure audience feedback towards the performance by
using the different technological effects. Another example is
about a real-time 3-D virtual room where dancers at multiple
locations could interact with each other, and Sheppard et al.
and Yang et al. used surveys to explore the different
performance experiences 24, 25.
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Figure 4: The live audience experience and significant differences with the Encore.
METHODOLOGY

play, there was small group interview conducted at each
location. The whole performance was video recorded in
order to analyze the sensor readings.

Experimental settings

The first play, Waiting for Godot, was performed under two
“conditions”: a live performance and the recording of a live
performance (an Encore) at a later date. The live
performance happened at performance center of one
university of UK, and was recorded by three cameras. The
video-mix of the cameras was shown at the local theatre.

Performers, Performances & Participants

The Miracle Theater staged a performance of Waiting for
Godot by Samuel Becket at the performance center of one of
the university in the UK. All the participants that joined the
first play were the local audience from three different cities
in the UK. During the live performance, 59 participants
(Mean 42.84, SD: 15.1) attended, and 56 participants (Mean
41.81, SD: 19.62) joined to see the recorded version of the
play (Encore).

The second play happened at the same location as the first
play. This time the performance was live streamed to another
performance studio located in the same building, which
meant that the audiences at the two locations watched the
same performance at the same time. The technical research
team developed the live streaming platform. At each location,
there were three cameras deployed, so that the remote
audience could see the actor and the live audience through
three projector screens. At the live venue, there were only
two projector screens installed, so that the actors could see
the reaction of the remote audience during the performance.
During the rehearsal, the latency was tested: around 150 mili
seconds, so that two locations audiences could hardly feel the
influence of a delay.

The synchronous experiment was a solo performance
devised by a university student, majoring in performance
studies. The play, called “Styx Boat on the River”, was
interactive including a number of pieces like singing, an
smog effect or a (vacuum) sound effect. The play was also
conducted at the same performance studio as the first play.
All the participants, 12 at each location, were university
workers and their partners.
Questionnaires

The questionnaires were distributed after the first
performance and the questions probing the audience
experience consisted mostly of questions in graphic rating
scale format. An example of a graphic rating scale is shown
below:

Experimental procedures

For the first play we followed the same procedure at each
location. Before the performance started, we introduced the
purpose of the experiment, and then the audience watched
the whole performance. After that, we provided the
questionnaires with the consent form attached.

How much did you enjoy the performance?

For the second play we used as well our own GSR sensors.
At both locations, the audience members attached the sensors
to their left palm, before the play started. At the end of the

Not at all

Very

|______________________________V_______|
4
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Figure 5: The GSR sensor measuring system used during the second performance: (left) the front side of the sensor
board; (middle) the sink node is connected with a laptop; (right) the complete sensor sets

Participants were asked to make a mark on the line, which
could include the extremes (“not at all”, on the left and
“very” on the right). The scale measured 112 mm and the
responses were measured using a ruler to a 1mm accurate.

and thus it is not necessary to check the normality and equal
variance when dealing with data. However, in terms of
validating how good the algorithm is on the tested data, the
Kruskal’s Stress and R Square are necessary, and the former
value should be less 0.15 and R Square should be higher than
0.8.

Apparatus

There are several commercial GSR sensors, e.g., Q sensors.
However, these sensors use Bluetooth as the communication
protocol, which makes them not that useful for group
experiments, where simultaneous readings are needed. We
thus decided to build our own GSR sensor by using an
Arduino board, a RF12 wireless module, a low-pass filter,
and several accessories (Fig. 4: e.g., the wristband won at a
palm). Before we used the sensor in the experiment, we had
them extensively tested in a lab environment. We validated
the well functioning of our sensors by two key parameters:
testing the noise they produce and checking the readings data
distribution. In our case, our sensors are noise proof, and
sensor data has a pattern of a linear distribution. When
analyzing the data, we applied the averaging method in order
to remove the effects of hand movements.

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was
used to check whether there was a significant correlation
between the responses from the audiences at the different
locations. In the results, one star “*” indicates 95%
confidence level, while “**” represents 99% confidence.
In terms of validation of the assumption from GSR data, our
data are normality with equal variance, which is rather robust
to apply t-test. In addition, we used the first sensor readings
as the baseline to normalize the sensor data.
Both experiments were a simple within subject design, and
the within variable locations had two conditions during the
first play: a live and Encore (recording video). While in the
second play, the within variable had the two levels: a copresent and a live.

In terms of communication protocol, we installed a polling
mechanism between a master node, collected with a laptop,
and slave nodes, attached with a user. In a lab environment,
the sampling rate can reach 7 or 8 packets per second, but it
is reduced to 3 or 4 samples in a field experiment.

The configuration of the hardware and the software was
written in C and Python, and all the data analysis was done
using SPSS.

Methodologies

In terms of comparing the audience response from the
different locations, t-test was applied. The normality and
equal variance were both checked before running the
algorithm. In addition, t-test method was also applied to
examine the effects of the different types of performance
during the second play, e.g., whether there is a significant
different on smog effect at the two locations.
For the surveys data, we also applied Multidimensional
Scaling (MDS) method to cluster questions at the two
locations. MDS has been widely used in psychological
research 34 ， 35 ， and recently we have seen that some
studies applied this method to analyze the closeness of
audience responses and the effects of different types of
performances 21, 36. Furthermore, unlike analysis of
variance (ANOVA), MDS is a method that explores data,
5
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Table 1: The subjective results of the second play

RESULTS

interpret). The live audience laughter was less frequent than
their smile and they did not particular felt close to the rest of
the audience, which might be a sign of immersion (a focus
on the stage and actors). The lowest scores, pale and dark
blue colors, indicates that Waiting for Godot did not make
the audience feel sad (overall) and significantly lower still
were the ratings of how close they felt to the remote
audience. The Encore audience felt significantly closer to the
remote audience elsewhere than the audience that was at the
live performance.

The first study (R1)

By examining the questionnaire data, we did not find a
significant correlation between the live audience and the
audience at Encore. However, we found significant
differences on the audience experience between the live
performance and the performance at Encore (Fig. 5). Three
stars (***) indicates a very strong significant differences and
one star (*) a less strong but still significant difference.
For most of the self-report questions, the Encore audience
experience was significantly lower than the live
performance. In Figure 5, the red colors indicate the high
scores, in which audience rated their ability to see and hear
the play very high and the Encore audience rated these
significantly less high. Furthermore, the orange colors, highmid scores, meaning that the audience reported a strong urge
to clap (significantly higher than they rated how loud they
actually clapped), felt very close to the actors and enjoyed
themselves thoroughly. The Encore audience rated these
questions significantly lower. While the mid scores, yellow
colors, representing scores above the 50% mark, indicate that
the audience was immersed in the performance, and they
clapped loud and smiled. They smiled significantly more
than they laughed. The Encore audience experience was
significantly lower in all respects. In terms of green colors,
low mid scores still above 50% mark, the audience rated their
ability to follow the story line lower, and time did not really
drag on but did not pass quickly (not straight forward to

The plot below (Fig. 6) shows how the various questions,
collected from the live audience, correlated with one another.
The size of a circle indicates how strong the correlations
were (as well as how many were significant). We maintained
consistency with the bar chart above (Fig. 5) where questions
received high ratings were shown in red, hi-mid ratings in
orange etc. Obviously Clap Loud correlated at p = 0.000,
(signified by thick red lines) with the urge to clap, being
immersed in the play, how close they felt to the actors, how
much they enjoyed the performance, how quickly time
seemed to pass, how often they smiled and laughed. In total,
there were 38 correlations significant at p<0.01 and 17
significant at p < =0.05.
Thus there is a strong cluster for instance around enjoying
the performance (and remember from the bar chart that
enjoyment received high-mid ratings) i.e. those that enjoyed
the performance also felt close to the actors, were (deeply)
immersed in the play, felt time pass more quickly, clapped
6
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loud etc. This may sound like common sense, but there were
also some interesting additional correlations. Hearing the
play was significantly more connected to clapping loud and
more connected (at p = .082) to enjoying the play than seeing
it. Age correlated positively with being immersed and time
passing quicker. More emotional items - smile, laugh,
sadness correlated closely with being able to follow the story
line. However, at the core of the audience experience for
Waiting for Godot was how loud they clapped at the end of
the performance.

Table 2 displays the mean audience ratings differences (only
significant differences items were considered) between the
live venue and the Encore, where the partial eta square values
are ordered according to the effect sizes. We can see that the
Encore theater experience is almost 25% “less” than going to
see Wating for Godot live.

Figure 6: Cluster
performance.

analysis

audience

reaction

to

Table 2: Core live experience Vs. Encore

Whilst there is, without a doubt value, in a recording of a
performance, this results in a less intense experience, which
can be typified by saying that an audience is more likely to
smile than to laugh. In addition, there is a marked lack of
opportunity for an audience to express their appreciation of
the performance through applause.

live

The second study (R2)

In this experiment, we analyze the video recording and group
interviews as our subjective methods. We found that the
results of subjective measurements at the two locations were
both rather positive- indicating an engaging play was
performed (Table 1). In addition, the actor also described the
whole performance was rather successful, as he could sense
the reactions of two locations audiences.
We found that there was a strong positive correlation
between the audiences at the two locations: r = 0.535, n = 12,
p< 0.01, which indicates that the sensor pattern of the live
audience was synchronized with the remote audience. In
addition, the whole trend of GSR distribution showed a
steady increase at the two locations, although the remote
audience had a gradual decrease at the beginning of the
performance (only for 3 minutes).

Figure 7: Cluster analysis audience reaction to Encore

Figure 7 shows that the audience response to the Encore is
slightly more dissipated (less strong correlated) than the
audience response to the live performance. There still were
27 correlations significant at p<=.01 and 17 significant at
p<=.05. The variable with the strongest (and most)
correlations concerns the frequency of smiling during the
performance. Clapping loud only correlated significantly
with the urge to clap loud and feeling close to the co-located
audience. In addition, “hearing” the play is so much less tied
in with the experience as a whole. This may point to the audio
reproduction and synchronization with the video needing
some attention.

In terms of audience arousal level, the t-test result showed
that there was no a significant difference between the live
audience and the remote audience: t = 1.18, p > .05. This is
a rather interesting result, compared to subjective reports at
the first play, where audience rated the experience at the live
venue was higher than at the remote location. However, we
noticed that the experimental settings in the two studies were
fair different: the first study the remote audience watched a
recording video, where they hardly feel the existence of
actors. On the contrary, the second experiment the remote
audience watched a live streaming play, where the audience
could interact with the actor, and feel the presence of actor.
The different environmental settings seem to have the
different impact on audience experience.
7
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Figure 8: The GSR arousal difference during the actor singing.
(t =-4.04, p =0.001)

Figure 11: The GSR arousal difference during the smog event.
(t =3.35, p= 0.007)
DISCUSSION

In this paper we reported two studies that aim at investigating
the effect that distributed theatre plays have on the
experience of the audience. Based on two common scenarios
(watching a recorded version of the play and watching a realtime streamed version of the play), we could analyze the
effect synchronicity has on the experience. Remote audience
that watched the recorded video rated the experience as
significantly less intensive than the people that watched live.
Surprisingly, the audience members watching a livestreamed play reported a similar experience than the people
in situ. In the last case, the arousal level of the audiences was
similar at the two locations.

Figure 9: The GSR arousal difference when the actor singing
with a vacuum sound as a background. (t =-0.529, p= 0.625)

The experimental settings for the two experiments were
different, so we would not aim at directly comparing.
Nevertheless, an indirect comparison (remote asynchronous
vs in situ; and remote synchronous vs in situ) is reasonable,
and provides interesting and valuable results. This paper
represents one first step in the long way of investigating
audience response for distributed performing performances.
They have some implications as well regarding studies that
study audience response from watching a video of the
performance, instead of in situ situations.
CONCLUSION

This paper explores the effect of remoteness on audiences of
theatre plays based synchronicity. In our studies, we found
that audience rated a much significant lower experience
(rough 25%) when watching a recorded video from the
performance than when seeing the performance live.
Nevertheless, the audience had a similar experience when the
performance was watched remotely in real-time than when it
was seeing in situ. According to the results, the lack of
feedback mechanisms for recorded performances was an
extremely limiting factor.

Figure 10: The GSR arousal difference during the interaction.
(t =4.37, p= 0.001)

Although there was no significant difference found on the
two locations audiences, across the performance, we found
that the two locations audiences responded significantly
difference to the different events, and these findings may
help performers to think what kind of effects could arousal a
remote audience. Figure 8 and Figure 9 display that the
remote audience was more sensitive to hear the actor singing,
but not with a vacuum sound. In addition, it seems that both
the interaction and smog were more effective to audience at
the live venue rather than the remote audience (Fig. 10, 11).

We suggest a feedback channel should be provided for a
remote audience to express their appreciation, i.e., clapping,
so that the remote audience experience may be enhanced.
Furthermore, sound effect plays an important role to raise
arousal of a remote audience, which can be taken into
account for the design of a distributed performance.
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